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Colonoscopy is associated with a varying 
risk of missing colorectal cancer (CRC). The 
objective of this paper was to review the existing 
evidence that indicates when colonoscopy 
may miss cancer in usual clinical practice and 
to provide information that would be helpful 
to endoscopists in their daily practice. CRC is 
diagnosed within 3 years in about 5% of persons 
with CRC who undergo colonoscopy in whom 
the cancer is not detected. Future research 
should be directed at disentangling the relative 
contributions of tumour biology and colonoscopy 
quality in explaining this result. When consent 
is obtained for colonoscopy, patients must be 
informed of the small risk that a cancer may not 
be detected. Steps that can be taken to address 
colonoscopy quality include formal training 
in colonoscopy and polypectomy technique, 
coupled with maintenance of skills by performing 
at least 300 colonoscopies per year. The use 
of split dose bowel preparation is advised. 
Colonoscopy should be completed to the caecum 
with documentation of landmarks (ileocaecal 
valve; appendiceal orifi ce). Careful colonoscopy 
technique includes examining the proximal sides 
of fl exures and folds, washing and suctioning 
debris and ensuring adequate colonic distension. 
Caecal intubation and adenoma detection rates 
should be reported and reviewed. Lesions should 
be completely removed at polypectomy and 
attention given to appropriate surveillance.

Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the fourth 
most common cause of cancer and the 
third most common cause of cancer 
deaths in the world, accounting for 10% 
of all cancer deaths.1 If it is found at an 
early stage, CRC is curable. In some juris-
dictions, colonoscopy is used for initial 
screening of persons at average risk for 
CRC. In other jurisdictions, colonoscopy 
is used to follow-up an abnormal initial 
(non-invasive) screening test, such as a 
faecal occult blood test. Colonoscopy is 
the standard of care for diagnostic work-
up in persons with large bowel symp-
toms and for surveillance after previous 

colorectal neoplasia. Given the central 
role of colonoscopy in CRC screening, 
diagnostic work-up and surveillance, it is 
important that the procedure is as accu-
rate as possible. However, colonoscopy is 
associated with a varying risk of missing 
CRC. The objective in this paper is to sum-
marise existing evidence on circumstances 
in which colonoscopy has not detected 
CRC but a CRC is diagnosed prior to the 
recommended time of subsequent colon-
oscopy, and to indicate how endoscopists 
can make use of this information in clini-
cal practice.

Nomenclature
We recommend the use of a term to 
describe CRC that is not detected at 
colonoscopy—but is diagnosed prior 
to the recommended subsequent 
 colonoscopy—that is applicable to all 
colonoscopies regardless of the indication 
for the procedure. It is often not possi-
ble to be certain that a CRC that was not 
detected at the time of colonoscopy—but 
is subsequently diagnosed—was in fact a 
missed cancer or whether it was a new 
cancer that was not present at the time 
of the colonoscopy but arose and grew 
quickly following the procedure. For 
this reason, it may be more accurate to 
refer to the diagnosis of CRC following 
a colonoscopy in which the cancer was 
not detected, as postcolonoscopy CRC 
(PCCRC).

A key advantage of the term PCCRC is 
that it does not imply or assume a mech-
anism (eg, whether the cancer was new 
or missed) as most often this is unknown. 
In addition, the associated time period in 
which the PCCRC is diagnosed follow-
ing the colonoscopy (eg, 1 year, 3 years, 
5 years) can be specified, to facilitate 
comparisons across studies. For example, 
this could be denoted as PCCRC (1 year). 
Furthermore, the term PCCRC could be 
used regardless of the indication for the 
colonoscopy (eg, screening, diagnostic, 
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all) as long as the indication is specified, to 
facilitate comparisons. The term PCCRC 
will be used in this paper.

How frequent is PCCRC?
Data from patients who undergo colono-
scopic surveillance following removal of 
adenomas indicate that PCCRCs are diag-
nosed in a small but clinically important 
proportion of patients following colonos-
copy. In the National Polyp Study, colon-
oscopy and polypectomy were performed 
in an adenoma bearing cohort at base-
line. During 5.9 years of follow-up, six 
CRCs were detected in 1375 patients (0.6 
per 1000 person years of follow-up).2 A 
recent pooled analysis of data from eight 
North American studies, including the 
National Polyp Study, comprising 9167 
men and women aged 22–80 years with 
previous adenoma removal, estimated the 
risk of subsequent advanced neoplasia 
(AN). During a median 4 year follow-up, 
PCCRC occurred in 1 in 150 (0.6%) 
persons.3 A nationwide study from the 
Netherlands estimated PCCRC incidence 
following adenoma removal in usual prac-
tice4 during 1988–1998. In that study, 
78 473 adenoma patients were followed 
for a mean of 4.5 years after first aden-
oma removal. The first year after polypec-
tomy these individuals had a significantly 
higher risk of CRC than the general 
population. The standardised incidence 
rate declined to 1.1 (95% CI 0.9 to 1.2) 
beyond 5 years of follow-up. The authors 
hypothesised that the high risk of PCCRC 
in years 1–5 was due to cancers missed at 
the first adenoma removal.4

Two studies have estimated that among 
persons with CRC who undergo colonos-
copy, the percentage with a PCCRC within 
3 years is 5%. A retrospective study from 
20 Indiana hospitals that reported 47 (5%) 
of 941 CRC patients who had a colonos-
copy within 3 years prior to their diagno-
sis had a reportedly normal colonoscopy.5 
In addition, an Ontario population based 
cohort study of 12 487 persons with CRC 
reported that 2–6% had a PCCRC within 
3 years of colonoscopy, with right-sided 
CRC associated with a greater risk.6

Colonoscopy is less effective 
in the right colon
Recent evidence indicates that in usual 
clinical practice, colonoscopy is less 
effective for lesions in the proximal 
colon. A population based cohort study 

of 39 375 individuals of all ages from 
Manitoba reported that negative colonos-
copy was associated with a standardised 
incidence rate for CRC of 0.28 (95% CI 
0.09 to 0.65) at 10 years.7 In that study, 
the proportion of incident CRCs in the 
proximal colon was higher in the negative 
colonoscopy cohort than in the Manitoba 
population (47% vs 28%, respectively).7 
In addition, an Ontario study of 110 402 
individuals with a negative complete col-
onoscopy reported a sustained reduction 
in incident CRC overall and incident 
distal CRC for up to 14 years following 
the procedure.8 In the proximal colon 
however, the reduction in incidence dif-
fered in magnitude and timing, and was 
observed in about half of the 14 follow-up 
years, and for the most part occurred 
after 7 years of follow-up.8 Furthermore, 
an Ontario case control study of 10 942 
patients with CRC and 51 460 controls 
reported that colonoscopy was associ-
ated with decreased overall CRC mortal-
ity but this association was primarily due 
to lower mortality from left-sided cancers.9 
For example, complete colonoscopy was 
strongly associated with lower mortality 
from left-sided (OR 0.33, 95% CI 0.28 to 
0.39) but not right-sided (OR 0.99, 95% 
CI 0.86 to 1.14) CRC. Finally, a state-
wide German study of 3287 screening 
colonoscopy participants evaluated the 
association of AN and receipt of colon-
oscopy in the previous 10 years.10 In that 
study, the adjusted prevalence ratios for 
AN were: overall 0.52 (95% CI 0.37 to 
0.73), right-sided 1.05 (95% CI 0.63 to 
1.76) and left-sided 0.33 (95% CI 0.21 to 
0.53). Taken together, these studies pro-
vide consistent evidence that colonoscopy 
is less effective for lesions in the proximal 
colon in usual clinical practice.

There are several possible explana-
tions for this finding. One possibility is 
the unique molecular characteristics that 
have been observed in proximal lesions, 
which may be associated with more rapid 
growth. Another possibility is the differ-
ent morphological characteristics of prox-
imal lesions that may be associated with 
more difficulty in detection. For example, 
flat lesions, which can be more readily 
missed at colonoscopy, may be more com-
mon in the proximal colon. Furthermore, 
the reduced effectiveness of colonoscopy 
may be related to aspects of colonos-
copy quality, such as inadequate bowel 
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preparation or failed caecal intubation. 
Future research should be directed at dis-
entangling the relative contributions of 
tumour biology and colonoscopy quality 
in explaining these results. Regardless of 
their explanation, these results highlight 
an important limitation of colonoscopy in 
usual clinical practice.

Factors associated with PCCRC
The Ontario study that estimated the per-
centage of PCCRCs reported that com-
pared with men, women were at increased 
risk for PCCRC.6 In addition, in both 
men and women, older age, a history of 
diverticular disease, having right-sided or 
transverse CRC and having a colonoscopy 
done in an office were independently 
associated with PCCRC.6 Furthermore, in 
women, a previous history of abdominal 
or pelvic surgery was also independently 
associated with a risk of PCCRC while in 
men excision of one or more polyps dur-
ing colonoscopy was independently asso-
ciated with a decreased risk of PCCRC.6

There is growing documentation 
that the specialty of the endoscopist, 
which is a proxy for formal training and 
greater experience, is an important fac-
tor. Having colonoscopy performed by 
a gastroenterologist is associated with a 
lower risk of PCCRC. For example, in 
the previously cited Ontario study of 
12 487 persons with a new diagnosis of 
CRC, compared with having the colon-
oscopy performed by a gastroenterolo-
gist, having the procedure performed 
by an internist or family physician 
was independently associated with an 
increased risk of PCCRC.6 In addition, 
in the Ontario cohort study of 110 402 
persons who had a negative complete 
colonoscopy, those who had their pro-
cedures performed by a gastroenterolo-
gist were less likely to be diagnosed with 
CRC over a 15 year follow-up period.11 
The Manitoba study reported a non-
significant trend towards general practi-
tioners performing a higher proportion 
of the colonoscopies in persons with a 
subsequent PCCRC.7 Finally, in the US 
study from Indiana, the risk of PCCRC 
was higher for non-gastroenterologists 
compared with gastroenterologists.5

Reasons for PCCRC
The cancer was not seen
Given our current technology, there are 
several possible reasons why a CRC might 

not be seen at colonoscopy. Firstly, the 
lesion may not be reached during the pro-
cedure. There are several reports of large 
scale (>5000) studies of colonoscopy 
that have estimated the rates of caecal 
intubation. In a study of 331 608 colon-
oscopies in Ontario during 1999–2003, 
a caecal intubation rate of 86.9% was 
reported.12 Patients with incomplete col-
onoscopy were more likely to be older, 
more likely to be female and have a his-
tory of prior abdominal surgery or prior 
pelvic  surgery.12 In an audit of 9223 col-
onoscopies performed in three regions 
in the UK published in 2004, a caecal 
intubation rate of 76.9% was reported.13 
In a US report of 5477 colonoscopies 
performed by gastroenterologists at an 
academic hospital during 1995–2005, 
the caecal intubation rate was 85.1%.14 A 
study of 50 148 colonoscopies performed 
in Poland during 2000–2004 reported a 
caecal intubation rate of 91.1%.15 Taken 
together, these results illustrate that 
incomplete colonoscopy is an issue in 
clinical practice.

The US Multi-Society Task Force on 
CRC has set targets of ≥90% caecal intub-
ation in all cases and >95% in screening 
cases, and states that caecal intubation 
should be documented and that visual-
isation of the lips of the ileocaecal valve 
and the appendiceal orifice are the best 
landmarks to use.16 Incomplete colonos-
copy may explain why proximal (right-
sided) cancers were more likely to not be 
seen than lesions in the rectum or sigmoid 
colon. This could occur because the endo-
scopists believed that they had inserted 
the endoscope to the caecum when in 
fact they had not. Reaching the caecum is 
more technically challenging than reach-
ing the distal colon.

Secondly, a cancer may not be seen 
because the bowel preparation was not 
adequate and the mucosa was not fully 
visualised. The right colon is more dif-
ficult to clean.17 The use of split dose 
preparation—in which half of the prepar-
ation is taken on the evening before col-
onoscopy and the other half on the day of 
the procedure—provides superior muco-
sal visualisation.18 This may be because 
the quality of bowel preparation varies 
inversely with the duration of the inter-
val between the last dose of the agent and 
the start of colonoscopy.19 Colonoscopies 
performed within 14 h after the last dose 
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of the agent were better prepped than 
those performed after 14 h.19

Thirdly, the cancer may not be seen 
because of inadequate technique. Findings 
from studies of CT colonography fol-
lowed by colonoscopy have shown that 
in the case of polyps, most adenomas >6 
mm that are missed at colonoscopy are 
located on the proximal side of a fold or 
near the anal verge.20 Whether new colon-
oscopy techniques will enhance lesion 
detection is currently an important ques-
tion. Studies are needed to evaluate the 
potential role of enhanced colonoscopy 
techniques, such as wide angle colono-
scopes and narrow band imaging, in clini-
cal practice.

Prior incomplete polypectomy
Polypectomy is the key to reducing CRC 
incidence following colonoscopy. Despite 
the central role of polypectomy, there 
is variation in technique coupled with 
clear evidence that incomplete polypec-
tomy may lead to missed cancer. In a 
14 year follow-up study from St Mark’s 
Hospital that began 2 years after 1618 
persons underwent rigid sigmoidoscopy 
and polypectomy during 1957–1980, 
the incidence of subsequent rectal cancer 
was strongly associated with a history of 
incompletely excised sessile adenoma.21 
In a retrospective study of 830 persons 
with a CRC at a US VA hospital, 45 were 
diagnosed within 5 years of a complete 
colonoscopy.22 In these PCCRCs, one-
quarter (27%) developed at the site of 
a previous polypectomy. A retrospect-
ive study reported results from 2079 
patients with adenomas who had a base-
line clearing colonoscopy followed by a 
second clearing colonoscopy at 1 year 
and then surveillance colonoscopy at 4 
years.23 In 4/13 (31%) patients in whom 
PCCRC was diagnosed, the cancer was 
attributed to incomplete removal of a 
previous adenoma.23

Rapid growth
Finally, some rapidly progressing cancers 
may not have been present at colonos-
copy which may have been truly negative. 
The polyp–cancer hypothesis describes 
the slow evolution of CRC from aden-
omatous polyps.24 According to the 
polyp–cancer paradigm, detection and 
removal of adenomatous polyps—before 
they become cancers—leads to a reduc-
tion in CRC incidence and subsequently 

a reduction in CRC deaths. In other 
words, we expect that clearing the colon 
and rectum of polyps will reduce the risk 
of CRC. However, it is recognised that 
the polyp–cancer sequence is not the 
only biological pathway for the devel-
opment of CRC. There are likely several 
pathways.

An alternate pathway in which can-
cers may arise from mucosa that appears 
grossly endoscopically normal (or from 
a very small premalignant lesion) and 
grow rapidly, involves inactivation of 
a mismatch repair (MMR) gene. MMR 
gene inactivation is estimated to account 
for about 15% of sporadic CRCs. MMR 
gene inactivation can be detected by 
examining the cancer tissue for micros-
atellite instability (MSI). A retrospective 
study compared the frequency of MSI in 
cancer tissue of 51 persons with PCCRCs 
that were diagnosed within 5 years of 
a complete colonoscopy in which all 
visible polyps were removed and 112 
patients with CRCs that were detected 
at the time of colonoscopy (detected 
cancers).25 MSI was detected in 30.4% 
of PCCRCs compared with 10.3% of 
detected cancers. After adjusting for 
age, PCCRCs were 3.7 times more likely 
than detected CRCs to be MSI+. The 
PCCRCs were more likely to be in the 
proximal colon and were smaller than 
detected CRCs. Findings such as these 
suggest that tumour biology may in part 
explain PCCRC.

Flat lesions
Flat lesions, which are more difficult to 
detect using standard (non-enhanced) 
colonoscopy techniques, may be more 
common than previously recognised. In a 
prospective study in the UK, 1000 patients 
who underwent diagnostic or surveillance 
colonoscopy were examined by a single 
endoscopist using a magnifying colono-
scope and dye spraying. In that study, 
36% of adenomas detected were flat; flat 
lesions >1 cm were more likely than pro-
truded lesions of similar size to harbour 
severe dysplasia or invasive cancer.26 A US 
colonoscopy study of 1819 (largely) male 
veterans reported a 9.4% prevalence of 
non-polypoid (flat and depressed) colo-
rectal neoplasia.27 The investigators used 
indigo carmine dye to spray the mucosa 
to assist in the detection of these lesions at 
colonoscopy. It seems likely that flat lesions 
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including: examination of the proximal 
sides of flexures, folds, valves; washing 
and suctioning to clean away mucus and 
faecal material; adequate distension of 
the colon; and taking adequate time.28

As noted above, the US Multi-Society 
Task Force on CRC has set targets of 
>90% caecal intubation in all cases and 
>95% in screening cases.16 A recent study 
that evaluated endoscopist factors associ-
ated with PCCRC reported that the per-
centage of complete colonoscopies in 
women may have greater potential as a 
quality indicator than overall complete-
ness.29 The US Multi-Society Task Force on 
CRC has set a target of mean withdrawal 
time (for those colonoscopies in which no 
diagnostic or therapeutic procedures are 
performed) of at least 6 min.16 This rec-
ommendation is based on a study of 12 
community gastroenterologists with wide 
variation in adenoma detection rates that 
reported an association between higher 
detection rates and withdrawal time 
greater than 6 min.30 On the other hand, 
a more recent study reported no improve-
ment in polyp detection rate following 
implementation of an  institution-wide 
policy of colonoscope withdrawal time 
>7 min.31 Clearly withdrawal time is a 
proxy for other factors, including careful 
technique. A recent US study of 10 136 
patients with PCCRC from the Mayo 
Clinic reported variation in the rates of 
missed CRCs, and that it was the endos-
copist, not withdrawal time, that was 
critically important.32 Some endoscopists 
perform better than others.

The US Multi-Society Task Force on 
CRC has set targets for adenoma detec-
tion for persons >50 years undergoing 
first time colonoscopies of >25% in men 
and 15% in women.16 A report of results 
from a Continuous Quality Improvement 
initiative from the screening colonos-
copy programme in Poland indicates 
that endoscopists with a poor (<10% 
detection) baseline adenoma detection 
rate do not improve sufficiently using 
performance feedback and suggests that 
additional training is needed for these 
endoscopists.33

Recently, the EU has set forth compre-
hensive guidelines for quality assurance of 
endoscopy in CRC screening and diagno-
sis.34 The authors note that achieving an 
adequate volume of procedures is essen-
tial to maintaining skills and recommends 

contribute to the occurrence of PCCRCs. 
Whether routine use of enhanced colon-
oscopy techniques will result in greater 
detection of these lesions in clinical prac-
tice remains an open question.

Putting it all together: what can we do 
in clinical practice?
When consent is obtained for a colon-
oscopy, patients must be informed of 
the small risk that a cancer may not be 
detected (table 1).

The US Multi-Society Task Force on 
CRC16 outlines eight factors that are 
required for high quality colonoscopy, 
four of which are important for reducing 
the occurrence of PCCRC: (1) appropri-
ate training and experience, including the 
ability to detect and remove polyps safely; 
(2) complete examination to the cae-
cum with adequate mucosal visualisation 
and bowel preparation; (3) appropriate 
follow-up of histopathological findings; 
and (4) appropriate recommendation for 
surveillance or repeat screening based on 
published guidelines.

In addition, based on recent evidence, 
the use of a split dose preparation and/or 
ensuring that the time interval between 
ingestion of the last dose of agent and 
colonoscopy is not longer than 14 h is 
advised. Careful technique is advised, 

Table 1 Postcolonoscopy colorectal 
cancer (PCCRC)

Malleable causes 
of PCCRC

Potential solutions

Endoscopist inexperience/
skill

Ensure adequate annual 
volume

Careful technique

Quality assurance

Incomplete colonoscopy Repeat colonoscopy 
(or CT colonography)

Inadequate bowel 
preparation

Use split dose preparation

Inadequate treatment of 
advanced neoplasia

Careful polypectomy 
technique

Appropriate 
postpolypectomy 
surveillance36

Failure to recognise fl at 
lesion

Endoscopist awareness 
and vigilance

Scenarios associated 
with increased risk (older 
women, diverticular 
disease, prior abdominal 
or pelvic surgery)

As above
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based, case-control study. Ann Intern Med 
2009;150:1–8.

10. Brenner H, Hoffmeister M, Arndt V, et al. 
Protection from right- and left-sided colorectal 
neoplasms after colonoscopy: population-based 
study. J Natl Cancer Inst 2010;102:89–95.

11. Rabeneck L, Paszat LF, Saskin R. Endoscopist 
specialty is associated with incident colorectal 
cancer following a negative colonoscopy. Clin 
Gastroenterol Hepatol 2010 (in press).

12. Shah HA, Paszat LF, Saskin R, et al. Factors 
associated with incomplete colonoscopy: a 
population-based study. Gastroenterology 
2007;132:2297–303.

13. Bowles CJ, Leicester R, Romaya C, et al. A 
prospective study of colonoscopy practice in 
the UK today: are we adequately prepared for 
national colorectal cancer screening tomorrow? 
Gut 2004;53:277–83.

14. Aslinia F, Uradomo L, Steele A, et al. Quality 
assessment of colonoscopic cecal intubation: 
an analysis of 6 years of continuous practice 
at a university hospital. Am J Gastroenterol 
2006;101:721–31.

15. Regula J, Rupinski M, Kraszewska E, et al. 
Colonoscopy in colorectal-cancer screening for 
detection of advanced neoplasia. N Engl J Med 
2006;355:1863–72.

16. Rex DK, Bond JH, Winawer S, et al. Quality in 
the technical performance of colonoscopy and 
the continuous quality improvement process 
for colonoscopy: recommendations of the U.S. 
Multi-Society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer. 
Am J Gastroenterol 2002;97:1296–308.

17. Rostom A, Jolicoeur E, Dube C, et al. A 
randomized prospective trial comparing 
different regimens of oral sodium phosphate 
and polyethylene glycol-based lavage solution 
in the preparation of patients for colonoscopy. 
Gastrointest Endosc 2006;64:544–52.

18. Aoun E, Abdul-Baki H, Azar C, et al. A 
randomized single-blind trial of split-dose 
PEG-electrolyte solution without dietary 
restriction compared with whole dose PEG-
electrolyte solution with dietary restriction 
for colonoscopy preparation. Gastrointest 
Endosc 2005;62:213–18.

19. Siddiqui AA, Yang K, Spechler SJ, et al. Duration 
of the interval between the completion of 
bowel preparation and the start of colonoscopy 
predicts bowel-preparation quality. Gastrointest 
Endosc 2009;69(3 Pt 2):700–6.

20. Pickhardt PJ, Nugent PA, Mysliwiec PA, 
et al. Location of adenomas missed by optical 
colonoscopy. Ann Intern Med 2004;141:352–9.

21. Atkin WS, Morson BC, Cuzick J. Long-
term risk of colorectal cancer after excision 
of rectosigmoid adenomas. N Engl J Med 
1992;326:658–62.

22. Farrar WD, Sawhney MS, Nelson DB, et al. 
Colorectal cancers found after a complete 
colonoscopy. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 
2006;4:1259–64.

an endoscopist volume of at least 300 
colonoscopies per year. This is based on 
clear evidence that the risk of colonos-
copy related bleeding and perforation is 
increased if the procedure is done by a 
low volume endoscopist.35

PCCRC occurs in a small but clini-
cally important percentage of patients. 
Future research should be directed at dis-
entangling the relative contributions of 
tumour biology and colonoscopy quality 
in explaining this result. By being aware 
of the circumstances in which PCCRCs 
occur, and by careful attention to colonos-
copy quality, we should be able to reduce 
the risk of these unwelcome events.
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